The monthly report of December 2016
Oum El Banine
The travel to Marrakech
How wonderful it is to see the open-handedness, generosity and tender traveling to the far
villages to help the distressed cases. The cases whose voice is almost mute in society, but the
president of Oum El Banine association and her team devoted a part of their time, concern and
energy to help them in free. This time the destination is Marrakech, to search for the identity
documents of a single mother called Malika who is 23 years old. Unfortunately, the registration
of Malika requires a paper which remains with her father. We contacted him to send it to us but
he refused. The president then is planning to travel again to the origins of Malika to meet her
father to convince him to give us this paper. The second case is Bouchra, the deaf single mother
we mentioned in a previous report. After consulting the special doctor in Agadir he oriented us to
another expert in Marrakech. We took her and he ordered a medicine for her which she must
changes each month and then he can decide if she has to make an operation for her eye. Now,
after this first travel, we took her to Marrakech for the fourth time. In the final coming travel we
will know if Bouchra can see again with her eye. Each travel requires a certain budget for food,
hotel, the fuel…etc. All this has been done with the crones you have sent to us and we hope that
you can help us more to complete this humanitarian mission.

The visits of the month
The visit of Mme. Annika from Sweden
Mme.Annika is a tourist guide, she reads about Oum El Banine in face book. She profited from
guiding the tourist to Agadir to visit us and she donated 500, 00 MAD to Oum El Banine
association.

The visit of Mme.Evy and Charlotta from Norway
Mme.Evy is one of the following of the face book page of Oum
El Banine. She came to visit with Miss. Charlotta and brought a
bag of clothes for children. They also went to visit the women
house.

The visit of Mme. Malak from Sweden
Mme. Malak and her family visited Oum El Banine and brought
a very interesting donation to Children such as diaper, milk and
clothes.

The visit of Leila from Noss Noss Group
Leila is a member of the Group Noss Noss who used to support us. She came with her family and
brought many things for the association such as food and hygiene products.

The visit of Mme. Inger lise
Mme. Inger lise came from Norway with her Moroccan husband; they brought many gifts for the
children of the association which the children like a lot.

The offered services
The received cases

08

Supported children

25

The total of women in the women’s house

09

Vaccinations

10

Medical analyses

02

Medications distribution

12

Medical consultations

18

Orientations to other centers

01

Rent Payment

04

Milk and clothes distribution

39

Help with other products

54

Number of declarations

04

Reconciliation

03

